ACMETOP S Hooks, 12 Pack Aluminum S Shaped Hooks, Matte Finish
S Hooks for Hanging Pots and Pans, Plants, Coffee Cups, Clothes,
Towels in Kitchen, Bedroom, Bathroom, Office and GardenMatte
Black Review-2021

PRACTICAL AND EFFICIENT ORGANIZERThese s hooks provide a practical organizational
solution for your kitchen just by hanging your pots, pans, spatulas, cups and other kitchen utensils
on your pot rack, wall rails or shelves, make your cooking more efficient and easy. And tidy up your
closet by hanging clothes, jeans, scarves, hats, belts, jewelry and more. Also organize tools in the
garage, hang toiletries, towels and robes in the bathroom and hang plants in your garden.
HIGH QUALITY S HOOKSMade of 6063 SPACE ALUMINUM which is same as the iPhone back
cover, makes it sturdy and light weight. And is anodized ensures s hook never rust and is durable.
Hanging weight up to 55 lbs, you can comfortably use s hooks for hanging your heavy pots and
pans. Hook size : 3.42â€™â€™H x 1.33â€™â€™W suitable for most poles, racks and shelves.
STYLISH & MODERN STYLEClassic MATTE BLACK coating, can pass 48 hours of salt spray test.
No rust, no fade, stain proof, effectively solves fingerprints and accumulation of dust and oil. Stylish,
modern style adds great beauty and reduces annoying clutter.
SAFE & STABLE HANGINGSleek edge with smooth curves without worrying about scratching your
hands or items. Round design on each end ensures hanging items securely without falling. 5mm
thick hooks for heavy duty hanging.
EASY TO INSTALL These S shaped hooks are simple and friendly design, it doesnâ€™t need to
drill on your beautiful house and wall, you can hang them on racks, bars, shelves and so on, without
need of nails, screws, or adhesives.Wide Application
These s hooks provide a practical organizational solution for your kitchen just by hanging your pots,
pans, spatulas, cups and other kitchen utensils on your pot rack, wall rails or shelves. Tidy up your
closet by hanging clothes, jeans, scarves, hats, belts, jewelry and more. Organize tools in the
garage, hang toiletries, towels and robes in the bathroom and hang plants in your garden.
ACMETOP S HOOKS â€“ Efficient Storage Solution
ACMETOP has more than 10-year experience in Aluminum products. We paid much efforts in these
s hooks and improve many details for the best user experience. Improved opening diameter for fit
most poles, racks and shelves. Lengthened the height of hooks for more convenience. Added
filleted process for smoother surface.
Specifications:
Size: 3.42 x 0.22 x 0.94 inches
Finish: Matte finish
Material: 6063 space aluminum alloy
Weight capacity : up to 55 lbs
Package: 12 x s hooks
Smooth Round Head Design
Round head design on each end without worrying about scratching your hands or items. And
ensures hanging items securely without falling.
Sturdy and Durable
0.22" thicker design makes these S hooks sturdy and durable can be used with confidence for many
years
Three-layer Coating
Three-layer classical matte black coating. No rust, no fade, stain proof, effectively solves fingerprints
and accumulation of dust and oil.
Weight Capacity Up to 55 lbs
Made of 6063 SPACE ALUMINUM which is same as the iPhone back cover, makes it sturdy and
light weight. Hanging weight up to 55 lbs
S HOOKS IN KITCHEN
In the kitchen, these hooks can hang pots and pants, aprons, hot pads, big spoons, other utensils
and so on.
S HOOKS IN LIVING ROOM
In the closet, these hooks can hang pants, purses, lint roller, hats, bags, clothes and so on.
S HOOKS IN GARDEN

In the garden, these hooks can hang plants, tools, bird-feeders, and garden decorations and so on.
S HOOKS IN GARAGE
In garage, these hooks can hang wrench, rakes, shovels, broom, mop, umbrellas, bags and so on.
Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price
comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

